Circulating and Moving Amendments

Introducing a bill and first reading
Members, usually ministers, introduce a bill by reading its long
title to members in the Chamber. Members vote firstly to agree
to the bill being introduced and, secondly, to pass its first
reading.

Minister makes second reading speech
The minister responsible for the bill moves that it 'be now read a
second time'. They then make a second reading speech, which is
a useful overview of its contents.

Second reading debate
The second reading debate is usually the longest debate on a
bill. A member can move a reasoned amendment at this stage
(see Fact Sheet C5: Reasoned Amendments). Members can
circulate amendments to the text of the bill.

Circulating amendments
Members announce they have
amendments, either during their speech
on the bill, or between other speeches.
Chamber staff distribute copies.
Members can then discuss the
amendments' principles, but there is no
detailed debate at this stage.
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Consideration in detail
Consideration in detail allows members to debate, and vote on,
each clause in the bill. Members can move and debate
amendments to the text of a bill. After debate, members vote
whether to make the amendments.

Third reading and bill sent to Council
Members may debate the bill at the third reading stage, but this
is unusual. If the Assembly passes the bill, it is then sent to the
Legislative Council with a message asking them to agree to it.

At the start of consideration in detail,
Chamber staff distribute any amendments
not yet public.

Moving amendments
Members can move amendments when
the debate reaches the relevant clause.
The Chair calls the member, who says,
for example, ‘I move amendment No 1
standing in my name’. They can explain
the amendment and debate the issue.

Government Business Program Completion Time
At the completion time, usually 5.00 pm on a Thursday, the Chair interrupts debate. Members can no longer debate
any bills on the business program. The Chair asks members to vote on all programmed bills.
The Assembly votes on all government amendments that have been public for at least two hours. Non-government
amendments cannot be moved or considered by the Assembly, even if they have already been circulated.
Find out more: Fact Sheet A4: Government Business Program.

